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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 71653 5 1.8 10 50.4 100
2 71625 5.2 1.8 10 51.6 99.9
3 71354 4.7 1.8 10 46.6 99.5
4 68747 3.9 2.1 10 38.9 95.9
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Not really separating ideas here.



Loses focus on the question. Some valid areas identified. 



Focus?



Understanding?



Of.....





















Read the rest of the newspaper articles. 
 


Q.2 Explain in what ways Send a Cow has improved people’s lives?            [10] 
 


This question tests knowledge and use of text and inference / interpretation. It also 
tests appreciation of language. 


 


0 marks: nothing worthy credit. 
 


Give 1 mark to those who make simple comments with occasional reference to the 
text, or copy unselectively. These answers will struggle to engage with the question 
and/or the text. 
 


Give 2-4 marks, according to quality, to those who make simple comments based on 
surface features of the text and/or show awareness of more obvious implicit 
meanings. These answers may be thin or tending to be unselective in their choice of 
textual material. 
 
Give 5-7 marks, according to quality, to those who reach a valid, sensible explanation 
based on a range of appropriate evidence from the text. These answers should show 
understanding and some cohesion.  


 


Give 8-10 marks, according to quality, to those who reach a detailed and well-
considered interpretation based on methodical exploration of the text. These answers 
should be thorough, selective and coherent. 


 


Some points candidates may explore: 
• United the family as they worked together to care for the new calf; 
• Mud house replaced by brick – benefits living conditions; 
• Scheme gives people pride "boasts"; 
• Health benefits of drinking milk; 
• Bought sewing machine – able to invest; 
• Industrious/enterprising as they are making uniforms; 
• Employing members of the community (who can then provide for another family); 
• Brings educational benefits – learning is freedom / pays for education; 
• Huge benefit to children’s lives (example of graduate crying); 
• Has improved “farming and feeding”; 
• Builds communities; 
• African farming has benefitted; 
• Animal survival rates have improved which benefits the farmers who own them; 
• Inspires families and future generations / "hope and choice" to families; 
• Picture shows family who are healthy, happy and close.  


 


Overview: 
• The family who own the cow have had social welfare, health and financial  


benefits; 
• Cows enable education for families who can better themselves; 
• The cow improves the community with jobs and huge boost to community spirit; 
• There is a huge sense of positivity surrounding the cow and this initiative. 


 


Reward valid alternatives. This is not a checklist and the question should be marked 
in levels of response.   
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yes



Understanding.



Yes.



Tone



Yes, sees effect.







yes


10



Focus is clear. Gets tone. Appreciates method. Good focus on the question. 



Method understood.



Yes.



Yes.












Clearly organised response.



as....



(fragile)
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Tries to compare. Collates information helpfully. Range of points covered - could be more precise.
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Overview.



Ok.



Gives reason.












Repeated



Not linked to resources



Ok



People not cows



Wrong angle







9
9/10



Well collated. Clear comparisons. Wide range of areas covered.
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Distracted by method.



Proof - not aim.
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Range of valid points. Some valid inferences.
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Answer all the following questions.


The separate Resource Material is a newspaper article, ‘Can sending a cow feed a country?’
by Paul Heiney.


The text on the opposite page is taken from the internet, ‘Don’t follow the herd – don’t give a cow for 
Christmas’ by Andrew Tyler.


Read the rest of the newspaper article.


2. Explain in what ways Send a Cow has improved people’s lives. [10]
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When I arrived, there was a cow peacefully chewing her cud. She was the latest of Tutti’s 
direct descendants. Tutti’s first calf, Jacob, was a bull who fathered approximately 500 cows 
in three years. He is fondly remembered. “When Jacob was born,” Mrs Luyombyas, says, “we 
were so proud that the whole family worked together to care for him.”


And what has Send a Cow done for the Luyombyas family? For a start, the mud hut in which 
they had lived their entire lives and raised seven children has been replaced by a brick-built 
house. “Look, we’ve got proper windows which close,” she boasts, while Mr Luyombyas adds 
that by drinking the milk “we are much healthier. And we have been able to buy beds!” They 
have also bought an old Singer sewing machine, a huge investment bought with milk money. 
They use it to make school uniforms and employ another local woman, who in turn can better 
provide for her own family.


Many families have profited from the scheme and the extra money they have made is spent 
wisely. Ask any farmer what they will spend the money on and the answer is always the 
same – education. “Learning is our children’s freedom.” One girl who holds a degree tried to 
explain to me what her life would have been like if her family had never been given a cow, but 
she broke down, distraught at the thought. She is one of seven children. Her brother has just 
received a degree in engineering. The cow paid for that too.


Critics argue that the scheme is unsound because cows are inefficient animals who put 
pressure on a fragile environment by consuming significantly more food and water than they 
produce. They also frequently break wind which emits damaging methane. I disagree that 
they are inefficient. The story of Send a Cow is one of farming and feeding, but beyond that 
it gives families hope and choice.  It also builds communities where before there were none. 
African farming has profited from this ambitious scheme and it is believed that the survival 
rate of rural animals has improved significantly. It is cows that have achieved this, with the 
help of a handful of British farmers who have inspired thousands of African families and their 
future generations.


Paul Heiney


Four thousand miles is a long way to travel to see a cow, but I wanted to know if a scheme 
set up 20 years ago had actually worked. Send a Cow was a simple idea but I felt it would be 
so easy to achieve. It was dreamt up by a group of British farmers who believed they could 
relieve poverty in Africa by donating an animal. Kind donations and the continual support of 
the generous British public made this dream a reality. Now I wanted to be certain that our 
money was well spent.


Send a Cow aimed to improve people’s lives. For a poor Ugandan farmer, ownership of a 
milking cow brought immediate benefits. Its milk added to the family’s poor diet and surplus 
milk could be sold. Feed for the cow had to be grown, which might need extra labour, but 
that too could be paid for out of the milk money. The animal had suddenly turned into a real 
cash cow. Add to that the increased soil fertility after liberal doses of cow manure, resulting 
in better crops, and you start to understand why this charity thought it could make a real and 
lasting difference.


I was convinced, yet critics said, “How can you condemn a cow to such an intolerable life? 
It will fry under the sun.” But I knew that the Ugandan farmers were given lengthy training 
and the climate in the high plateau was similar to Devon on a summer’s day, which suited 
the cows down to the ground. The Ugandans were herdsmen. I was confident they would 
understand cows. Several subsequent reports of healthy, flourishing herds suggested my 
optimism was not misplaced.


Each cow came with a promise: the first-born calf would be given as a gift to another needy 
family. The scheme was heavily criticised but I was certain that the investment would double, 
and go on increasing, calf after calf.


Our first cow was called Tutti and she flew to Uganda in June 1994. Now, on the twentieth 
anniversary of the founding of Send a Cow, it was time to see if what worked so beautifully 
on paper did just as well in reality.


© WJEC CBAC Ltd. © WJEC CBAC Ltd.


Can sending a cow feed a country?
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Use information from both texts to answer the following question. 
 
Q.4 Compare and contrast what the writers say about:  


• what happens to the animals that are sent to Africa; 
• the problems these schemes cause for the environment.   
 
You must make it clear from which text you get your information.               [10] 


 
0 marks: nothing worthy of credit (fails to identify texts/writers). 


 
Give 1 mark to those who make simple comments with occasional reference to the texts, or 
copy unselectively. These answers will struggle to engage with the question and/or the texts.  


 
Give 2-4 marks, according to quality, to those who make simple comments based on surface 
features of the texts and/or show awareness of more straightforward implicit meanings. These 
answers may be thin or tending to be unselective in their choice of textual material. 


 
Give 5-7 marks, according to quality, to those who see a range of valid points and  
organise the answer clearly and appropriately to collate material from different sources. 


 
Give 8-10 marks, according to quality, to those who see a wide range of valid points and 
organise the answer clearly and appropriately to collate / compare / cross reference material 
from different sources. These answers may combine detail and overview. 


 
Some points candidates may explore: 


 
What happens to the animals: 
Heiney / Newspaper: 
• Animals are healthy – “flourishing herds” / animals seem settled in their new home; 
• Animals reproduce (500 cows); 
• Animals thrive - survival rate has improved / well looked after / cared; 
• Animals become financially / spiritually important (e.g. "cash cow" / "family worked 


together". 
 


Tyler / Internet text: 
• Animals die before reaching their destination / animals suffer; 
• Many ailments e.g. lameness, mastitis, scours etc.; 
• Animals take the resources needed for people / which causes further human poverty. 


 


The problems these schemes cause for the environment: 
Heiney: 
• Pressure on a fragile environment / more food has to be grown; 
• Consume too much food and water; 
• Methane emissions. 
 


Tyler: 
• Environmentally disastrous; 
• Leave land barren / land turned into a desert; 
• Consume huge amounts of food; 
• Quantity of water required (90 litres a day) / deplete water supplies; 
• Takes away valuable resources from agriculture; 
• Diverts resources to animals not people. 


 


Reward valid alternatives. This is not a checklist and the question should be marked in levels 
of response. 


 
 
GCSE English/English Language Unit 1 (Reading) - Higher Tier MS (June 2015) 
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What?



to....



This is not a problem.



No.



Organised. Some range. Some clear comparisons.
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Answer all the following questions.


The separate Resource Material is a newspaper article, ‘Can sending a cow feed a country?’
by Paul Heiney.


The text on the opposite page is taken from the internet, ‘Don’t follow the herd – don’t give a cow for 
Christmas’ by Andrew Tyler.


Read the first page of the newspaper article in the separate Resource Material, ‘Can sending 
a cow feed a country?’


1. Why did Paul Heiney think that the Send a Cow charity would be a success? [10]
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When I arrived, there was a cow peacefully chewing her cud. She was the latest of Tutti’s 
direct descendants. Tutti’s first calf, Jacob, was a bull who fathered approximately 500 cows 
in three years. He is fondly remembered. “When Jacob was born,” Mrs Luyombyas, says, “we 
were so proud that the whole family worked together to care for him.”


And what has Send a Cow done for the Luyombyas family? For a start, the mud hut in which 
they had lived their entire lives and raised seven children has been replaced by a brick-built 
house. “Look, we’ve got proper windows which close,” she boasts, while Mr Luyombyas adds 
that by drinking the milk “we are much healthier. And we have been able to buy beds!” They 
have also bought an old Singer sewing machine, a huge investment bought with milk money. 
They use it to make school uniforms and employ another local woman, who in turn can better 
provide for her own family.


Many families have profited from the scheme and the extra money they have made is spent 
wisely. Ask any farmer what they will spend the money on and the answer is always the 
same – education. “Learning is our children’s freedom.” One girl who holds a degree tried to 
explain to me what her life would have been like if her family had never been given a cow, but 
she broke down, distraught at the thought. She is one of seven children. Her brother has just 
received a degree in engineering. The cow paid for that too.


Critics argue that the scheme is unsound because cows are inefficient animals who put 
pressure on a fragile environment by consuming significantly more food and water than they 
produce. They also frequently break wind which emits damaging methane. I disagree that 
they are inefficient. The story of Send a Cow is one of farming and feeding, but beyond that 
it gives families hope and choice.  It also builds communities where before there were none. 
African farming has profited from this ambitious scheme and it is believed that the survival 
rate of rural animals has improved significantly. It is cows that have achieved this, with the 
help of a handful of British farmers who have inspired thousands of African families and their 
future generations.


Paul Heiney


Four thousand miles is a long way to travel to see a cow, but I wanted to know if a scheme 
set up 20 years ago had actually worked. Send a Cow was a simple idea but I felt it would be 
so easy to achieve. It was dreamt up by a group of British farmers who believed they could 
relieve poverty in Africa by donating an animal. Kind donations and the continual support of 
the generous British public made this dream a reality. Now I wanted to be certain that our 
money was well spent.


Send a Cow aimed to improve people’s lives. For a poor Ugandan farmer, ownership of a 
milking cow brought immediate benefits. Its milk added to the family’s poor diet and surplus 
milk could be sold. Feed for the cow had to be grown, which might need extra labour, but 
that too could be paid for out of the milk money. The animal had suddenly turned into a real 
cash cow. Add to that the increased soil fertility after liberal doses of cow manure, resulting 
in better crops, and you start to understand why this charity thought it could make a real and 
lasting difference.


I was convinced, yet critics said, “How can you condemn a cow to such an intolerable life? 
It will fry under the sun.” But I knew that the Ugandan farmers were given lengthy training 
and the climate in the high plateau was similar to Devon on a summer’s day, which suited 
the cows down to the ground. The Ugandans were herdsmen. I was confident they would 
understand cows. Several subsequent reports of healthy, flourishing herds suggested my 
optimism was not misplaced.


Each cow came with a promise: the first-born calf would be given as a gift to another needy 
family. The scheme was heavily criticised but I was certain that the investment would double, 
and go on increasing, calf after calf.


Our first cow was called Tutti and she flew to Uganda in June 1994. Now, on the twentieth 
anniversary of the founding of Send a Cow, it was time to see if what worked so beautifully 
on paper did just as well in reality.
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Separate ideas
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Clear range of valid points. Demonstrates understanding. Methodical approach.



So....
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Shows understanding across a very narrow range. Straight forward.



Ok.



Ok.
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Answer all the following questions.


The separate Resource Material is a newspaper article, ‘Can sending a cow feed a country?’
by Paul Heiney.


The text on the opposite page is taken from the internet, ‘Don’t follow the herd – don’t give a cow for 
Christmas’ by Andrew Tyler.


Use information from both texts to answer the following question.


4. Compare and contrast what the writers say about:


• what happens to the animals that are sent to Africa;
• the problems these schemes cause for the environment. [10]


You must make it clear from which text you get your information.
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Don’t follow the herd –
don’t give a cow for Christmas


These gifts are not a good thing. They serve only to increase poverty.
Christmas is the season of gut-busting excess, when the tills don’t stop ringing and our 
appetites for giving and receiving get well and truly satisfied. Just in time, another gift 
idea has come along that is not about self-indulgence but doing good in the world – or 
so it would seem.
Paying for farm animals to be gifted to impoverished communities in the developing world, 
notably Africa, is increasingly popular. The aid agencies Oxfam and Christian Aid started 
the trend but this year about a dozen agencies are using your money to send goats, 
chickens, sheep, camels, donkeys, pigs and cows to the world’s starving.
The message might bring comfort to the donor, but such schemes, sadly, are not a good 
thing. Many animals will die before reaching their destination in Africa and when they 
arrive they serve only to increase poverty because farming animals is inefficient and 
expensive. Animals such as cows are environmentally disastrous because they consume 
huge quantities of food, leaving land barren, and they deplete water supplies by consuming 
such large quantities of water. On top of this they require shelter from extremes of weather 
and expensive veterinary care. Such resources are in critically short supply in much of 
Africa, causing some animals to suffer or even die.
In a statement last week, World Land Trust (WLT) declared: “The grave consequences 
of introducing large numbers of goats and other domestic animals into fragile, arid 
environments is well documented. WLT considers it grossly irresponsible to continue 
with these schemes as a means of raising quick money for charities over the Christmas 
season”.
It is indisputable that introducing goats into fragile farming areas will turn the land into 
desert, causing further human poverty. But if goats are environmentally disastrous, cows 
are worse. A milking cow requires up to 90 litres of water a day, a lot of food and veterinary 
treatment to cover widespread problems such as scours, mastitis and lameness. In the 
hostile African environment, these diseases have become more widespread. But where 
do the vets come from and how can we expect the poorest people on earth to cope 
with their animal ‘gifts’? It is many times more efficient to use the available agricultural 
resources – land, labour, water – to feed people directly, rather than devoting those 
resources to fattening animals.
So this year, boycott the donate-an-animal schemes and instead support projects that 
help people, animals and the environment. For example, Animal Aid will be seeking 
support for a scheme to plant 2,000 trees in Kenya’s Rift Valley province. They will bear 
oranges, avocados, apples, macadamia nuts, mango and pawpaw fruit to help people 
and the environment. Such efforts won’t erase the blight of poverty in Africa, but neither 
will they add to it.


Andrew Tyler


www.independent.co.uk
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When I arrived, there was a cow peacefully chewing her cud. She was the latest of Tutti’s 
direct descendants. Tutti’s first calf, Jacob, was a bull who fathered approximately 500 cows 
in three years. He is fondly remembered. “When Jacob was born,” Mrs Luyombyas, says, “we 
were so proud that the whole family worked together to care for him.”


And what has Send a Cow done for the Luyombyas family? For a start, the mud hut in which 
they had lived their entire lives and raised seven children has been replaced by a brick-built 
house. “Look, we’ve got proper windows which close,” she boasts, while Mr Luyombyas adds 
that by drinking the milk “we are much healthier. And we have been able to buy beds!” They 
have also bought an old Singer sewing machine, a huge investment bought with milk money. 
They use it to make school uniforms and employ another local woman, who in turn can better 
provide for her own family.


Many families have profited from the scheme and the extra money they have made is spent 
wisely. Ask any farmer what they will spend the money on and the answer is always the 
same – education. “Learning is our children’s freedom.” One girl who holds a degree tried to 
explain to me what her life would have been like if her family had never been given a cow, but 
she broke down, distraught at the thought. She is one of seven children. Her brother has just 
received a degree in engineering. The cow paid for that too.


Critics argue that the scheme is unsound because cows are inefficient animals who put 
pressure on a fragile environment by consuming significantly more food and water than they 
produce. They also frequently break wind which emits damaging methane. I disagree that 
they are inefficient. The story of Send a Cow is one of farming and feeding, but beyond that 
it gives families hope and choice.  It also builds communities where before there were none. 
African farming has profited from this ambitious scheme and it is believed that the survival 
rate of rural animals has improved significantly. It is cows that have achieved this, with the 
help of a handful of British farmers who have inspired thousands of African families and their 
future generations.


Paul Heiney


Four thousand miles is a long way to travel to see a cow, but I wanted to know if a scheme 
set up 20 years ago had actually worked. Send a Cow was a simple idea but I felt it would be 
so easy to achieve. It was dreamt up by a group of British farmers who believed they could 
relieve poverty in Africa by donating an animal. Kind donations and the continual support of 
the generous British public made this dream a reality. Now I wanted to be certain that our 
money was well spent.


Send a Cow aimed to improve people’s lives. For a poor Ugandan farmer, ownership of a 
milking cow brought immediate benefits. Its milk added to the family’s poor diet and surplus 
milk could be sold. Feed for the cow had to be grown, which might need extra labour, but 
that too could be paid for out of the milk money. The animal had suddenly turned into a real 
cash cow. Add to that the increased soil fertility after liberal doses of cow manure, resulting 
in better crops, and you start to understand why this charity thought it could make a real and 
lasting difference.


I was convinced, yet critics said, “How can you condemn a cow to such an intolerable life? 
It will fry under the sun.” But I knew that the Ugandan farmers were given lengthy training 
and the climate in the high plateau was similar to Devon on a summer’s day, which suited 
the cows down to the ground. The Ugandans were herdsmen. I was confident they would 
understand cows. Several subsequent reports of healthy, flourishing herds suggested my 
optimism was not misplaced.


Each cow came with a promise: the first-born calf would be given as a gift to another needy 
family. The scheme was heavily criticised but I was certain that the investment would double, 
and go on increasing, calf after calf.


Our first cow was called Tutti and she flew to Uganda in June 1994. Now, on the twentieth 
anniversary of the founding of Send a Cow, it was time to see if what worked so beautifully 
on paper did just as well in reality.
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GCSE ENGLISH/ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
 


 UNIT 1: READING HIGHER TIER (40 marks)  
 


Read the first page of the newspaper article in the separate Resource Material, 'Can sending a 
cow feed a country?' 
 
Q.1 Why did Paul Heiney think that the Send a Cow charity would be a success?      [10] 
 


This question tests knowledge and use of text and inference / interpretation. It also tests 
appreciation of language. 


 
0 marks: nothing worthy of credit. 


 
Give 1 mark to those who make simple comments with occasional reference to the text, or 
copy unselectively. These answers will struggle to engage with the text and/or the question. 


 
Give 2-4 marks, according to quality, to those who make simple comments based on surface 
features of the text, and/or show awareness of more straightforward implicit meaning. These 
answers may be thin or tending to be unselective in their choice of textual material. 


 
Give 5-7 marks, according to quality, to those who select appropriate detail from the text to 
show clear understanding. These answers should be mostly secure in their focus on the 
question. Better answers should sustain a valid interpretation and be at least beginning to 
make inferences. 


 
Give 8-10 marks, according to quality, to those who select appropriate detail from the text to 
sustain a valid interpretation. These answers should be thorough as well as methodical, 
covering a range of points accurately. 


 
Some points candidates may explore: 


 
• Message on picture – “change a family’s future” – very positive / marketing; 
• Tells us it is a simple idea – “so easy to achieve”; 
• “group of British farmers” – multiple experienced supporters; 
• The charity was well supported “generous public support”; 
• Clear aim “improve people’s lives”; 
• The scheme has “immediate benefits”; 
• Family and health benefits - drinking the milk; 
• Selling surplus milk – enables a family to gain income; 
• Contributing to employment  - local labour – growing crops; 
• Pay for labour out of surplus milk – every step of the process brings benefits; 
• Increased soil fertility – environmental benefits / better crops; 
• Thinks that the improvements will be long term “lasting”; 
• Confident in the lengthy training which will contribute to its success; 
• Feels that the climate is suitable – not what we imagine; 
• Confident in the ability of the Ugandan herdsmen as they are experienced / trained; 
• Donation of first born cow to another family – benefits another family; 
• Feels that the investment will double – calf after calf – knock on effect. 


 
Reward valid alternatives. This is not a checklist and the question should be marked in levels 
of response.  
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Shows understanding. Some overview. Needs more coverage.
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Really well covered/woven



Methodical, clear, good range covered. Some pertinent inferences.



Yes












angle....



Lacks sharp focus on the Q.



It is the language, not the structure which achieves this.



Yes



Clear



Yes
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Driven by technique - not text. Has detail and method but not always convincing. More precision needed.



Yes



Angle



Yes
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Answer all the following questions.


The separate Resource Material is a newspaper article, ‘Can sending a cow feed a country?’
by Paul Heiney.


The text on the opposite page is taken from the internet, ‘Don’t follow the herd – don’t give a cow for 
Christmas’ by Andrew Tyler.


Read the internet text on the opposite page, ‘Don’t follow the herd – don’t give a cow for 
Christmas’.


3. How does Andrew Tyler try to persuade readers that donating an animal is not a good idea?
[10]
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Don’t follow the herd –
don’t give a cow for Christmas


These gifts are not a good thing. They serve only to increase poverty.
Christmas is the season of gut-busting excess, when the tills don’t stop ringing and our 
appetites for giving and receiving get well and truly satisfied. Just in time, another gift 
idea has come along that is not about self-indulgence but doing good in the world – or 
so it would seem.
Paying for farm animals to be gifted to impoverished communities in the developing world, 
notably Africa, is increasingly popular. The aid agencies Oxfam and Christian Aid started 
the trend but this year about a dozen agencies are using your money to send goats, 
chickens, sheep, camels, donkeys, pigs and cows to the world’s starving.
The message might bring comfort to the donor, but such schemes, sadly, are not a good 
thing. Many animals will die before reaching their destination in Africa and when they 
arrive they serve only to increase poverty because farming animals is inefficient and 
expensive. Animals such as cows are environmentally disastrous because they consume 
huge quantities of food, leaving land barren, and they deplete water supplies by consuming 
such large quantities of water. On top of this they require shelter from extremes of weather 
and expensive veterinary care. Such resources are in critically short supply in much of 
Africa, causing some animals to suffer or even die.
In a statement last week, World Land Trust (WLT) declared: “The grave consequences 
of introducing large numbers of goats and other domestic animals into fragile, arid 
environments is well documented. WLT considers it grossly irresponsible to continue 
with these schemes as a means of raising quick money for charities over the Christmas 
season”.
It is indisputable that introducing goats into fragile farming areas will turn the land into 
desert, causing further human poverty. But if goats are environmentally disastrous, cows 
are worse. A milking cow requires up to 90 litres of water a day, a lot of food and veterinary 
treatment to cover widespread problems such as scours, mastitis and lameness. In the 
hostile African environment, these diseases have become more widespread. But where 
do the vets come from and how can we expect the poorest people on earth to cope 
with their animal ‘gifts’? It is many times more efficient to use the available agricultural 
resources – land, labour, water – to feed people directly, rather than devoting those 
resources to fattening animals.
So this year, boycott the donate-an-animal schemes and instead support projects that 
help people, animals and the environment. For example, Animal Aid will be seeking 
support for a scheme to plant 2,000 trees in Kenya’s Rift Valley province. They will bear 
oranges, avocados, apples, macadamia nuts, mango and pawpaw fruit to help people 
and the environment. Such efforts won’t erase the blight of poverty in Africa, but neither 
will they add to it.


Andrew Tyler


www.independent.co.uk
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Read the internet text on the opposite page, 'Don't follow the herd – don't give a cow for 
Christmas'. 
 


Q.3 How does Andrew Tyler try to persuade readers that donating an animal is not a good 
idea?                    [10] 


 


This question tests the ability to read with insight and engagement, to make appropriate 
references to text and sustain an interpretation. 


 


0 marks: nothing worthy of credit. 
 


Give 1 mark to those who make simple comments with occasional reference to the text, or 
copy unselectively. These answers will struggle to engage with the question and/or the text.  
 


Give 2-4 marks, according to quality, to those who make simple comments based on surface 
features of the text and/or show awareness of more obvious implicit meanings/persuasive 
methods. These answers may be thin or tending to be unselective in their choice of textual 
material. Inappropriate spotting of devices/jargon may be evident. 
 


Give 5-7 marks, according to quality, to those who make valid comments based on a selection 
of appropriate detail from the text. These answers will probably rely on spotting factual 
content. Better answers may show some awareness of persuasive method and/or language. 
 


Give 8-10 marks, according to quality, to those who explore the text in detail with close 
reference to the question, and make valid comments/inferences. The best answers should 
combine specific detail with overview and show understanding of persuasive 
methods/language. 


 


Some points candidates may explore: 
• Pun headline – questions the schemes as fashionable or impulsive; 
• Blunt subheading “increase poverty” – shocks us / assertive tone; 
• Gives the theory behind the idea but then adds doubt “so it would seem”; 
• Describes the inititative as “popular” making it seem like a fad or fashion; 
• Repeats the subheading and this time explains why it increases poverty / "not a good 


thing"; 
• Lists many reasons to support his view…(see paragraph 3); 
• Tells us it is damaging to the environment; 
• Suggests the scheme brings financial burdens; 
• Use of emotive language "grave consequences"; 
• Tells us that animals “suffer” and “die”; 
• WLT – an expert are critical of the scheme / dismiss it as "grossly irresponsible"; 
• Suggestion that the whole process is akin to a gimmick “quick money for Charities”; 
• Explains that it is “indisputable” that these schemes further poverty and explains why; 
• Explains why recipients will struggle with the gift “vets, lameness” etc.; 
• Feels that the scheme diverts resources to animals, not people; 
• Lists many stresses/burdens brought on by the scheme e.g. veterinary treatment; 
• Tells people to boycott the scheme – again an assertive tone; 
• Gives alternative projects for people to support; 
• Concludes with an honest message to support tree planting but also to reinforce the 


overall message. 
 
Overview: 
• Readers are constantly made to question the scheme and feel guilty for contemplating it; 
• The language used is indisputably critical to reinforce Tyler's opposition to the scheme. 


 
Reward valid alternatives. This is not a checklist and the question should be marked in levels 
of response.  


© WJEC CBAC Ltd. 
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